Combined End to End Capabilities

Disposition Services
- Asset Recycling (electronics, batteries, cartridges)
- Asset Remarketing, trade in, staff sale programs
- Parts Harvesting & Replenishment
- Materials Recovery
- Lease Return

Decommissioning Services
- Collection Services
- Multiple levels of data wipe
- Onsite shredding, degauss

Managed Deployments
- Staged delivery to site
- Onsite installation
- End user migration of data and settings
- Test and tag
- Decommissioning and removal from site
- Asset Redeployment

IT Asset Audits
- Onsite audit of hardware and software
- Paperless audit tool
- Fast and non-disruptive for end users
- Captures hardware, software & active directory info
- Identifies physical location and end user of device

Service Delivery Management
- Project Planning, Project Mgmt
- Creation of Refresh Schedule
- End User Liaison
- Coordination of Onsite Activities
- Reporting
- User Acceptance Testing

Pre-Configuration
- Warehousing and Buffer Stock
- Asset Tagging
- BIOS Configuration
- SOE Imaging
- Application Load & Customisation

Other services
- Global Multi Currency/Language Promotional Support
- Compliance Management Services
- Demo Programs
- In-house System Development Services